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LEGAL MATTERS. - 

THE DRIVER CASE. 
In  connection with the police-court proceedings 

in what is known as ‘‘ The Driver Case,” in which 
it will be remembered that Flora Johnson was 
indicted at Clerlrenwell, under the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act, with attempting to procure 
Etlie1 &laud Driver, described as a nurse, twenty- 
eight years of age, telling her, “ you will get plenty 
of money in uniform,” tlie jury, at the conclusion 
of the trial, returned a verdict of “ not guilty ” 
concerning Flora Johnson, on the direction of the 
Recorder. It was not suggested that the facts 
were not as alleged, but the Recorder held, we 
consider rightly, that the Act was never intended 
to apply to such a case, or t o  a woman twenty- 
eight years of age. 

ASSAULT ON A NURSE. 
At Ammanford, South Wales, a woman was 

summoned for assaulting Nurse Elizabeth Thomas, 
and fined IS. and costs. It was stated in evidence 
that the nurse had attended the defendant’s 
daughter, who died three weeks afterwards, and 
meeting the nurse later she slapped her on the 
face, calling her a I ‘  black murderess,” and saying, 
“ You will have to  die, if I hang for you. You 
killed my daughter.” The defendant denied 
calling the plaintiff a murderess, and asserted that 
she was kicked by her. - 

’ HOSPITALS AND GENERAL CONTRACTS 
CO., LTD. 

A visit to  the Hospitals and General Contracts 
Co., Ltd., 25-35, Mortimer Street, Nr,, will 
demonstrate the rapid expansion of the business 
of this weII-known firm, which now occupies the 
whole of the frontage on the ground floor of St. 
Andrew’s House, and extends still further east- 
ward. 

There is much to attract the visitor in the 
various departments. Of 
special interest to  mepl- 
bers of the nursing 
profession are various 
appliances and inven 
tions designed by nurses 
(who obtain a royalty 
upon their sale) placed 
upon the market by this 
firm. 

Our illustration shows 
the “ St. Clair Adjustable 
Ear Cap,” for infants 
and children, very light 
and comfortable. It 
is easily regulated by 

means of the elastic lace here depicted. The 
objects are to  correct outstanding ears, to prevent 
children sleeping with ears turned in, which often 
causes life-long disfigurement, and to lreep in - 
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place a surgical pad or dressing on a child with 
earache. 

The “ Lansdown ” Bed Rest is a simple con- 
trivance made in strong sail cloth, which is pliant 
and soft to  the back. I ts  advantages are that it 
is easily adjusted, can be fixed to any bedstead, 
is portable and easily disinfected, it is cheap 
(costing only 8s. 6d.) and durable. It is attached 
by short straps to the head rail of the bed, and 
fastened by long straps to  the foot. 

The Quantoxhead Chair-Carrier is intended to 
fix on any ordinary household chair, converting 
it immediately into a carrying chair. When not 
in use i t  can be folded flat. It is suitable for 
district and ambulance work, as it is very portable, 
weighing only 8 lb. 

A most practicable and useful invention is the 
Bidwell leg rest, made to  the design of the late 
Mr. L. A. Bidwell, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to the 
West London Hospital. It is made of wire- 
woven material attached to a wooden frame and 
intended to prevent a helpless patient from 
slipping down in bed, or to support the knees of 
a patient when it is desirable that this should be 
done. The usual difficulty of removing pillows 
or appliances is obviated, as the angle of the leg 
rest can be flattened at  will should the patient 
need attention. 

The lirm supply Aseptic Operation Outfits, 
including operation table, instrument table, steri- 
liser for instruments, bowls, jug, drum of steriIised 
dressings, overalls and towels, &c., from LI IS. 
within a four mile, or j t ; ~  5s. within a ten-mile 
radius, including delivery and collection. The 
outfit can be despatched at  once on receipt of 
a telegram or telephonic message, from g a.m. to  
10 p.m. 

In the Pharmaceutical department special 
features are made of ‘ I  Germide,” an antiseptic 
bactericide both cheap and powerful, which is 
non-irritant and non-corrosive, and “ Pural,” a 
natural tonic food. 

These are a few of the specialities of this 
enterprising firm, a visit to whose establishment 
is productive of both pleasure and profit. - 

THE MARVEL WHIRLING SPRAY.  
Tlie Marvel Whirling Spray is an appliance 

which commends itself to  many by reason of its 
simplicity and convenience. The principle upon 
wliicli it is planned is to dilate and flush the vagina 
not by a central solid stream, but by a volume 
of whirling fluid which permits tlie injection given 
to come into contact with its entire surface, thus 
dissolving and washing out excretions. It is 
claimed for the I’ Marvel ” that  half a pint of fluid 
discharged by this whirling spray is more cleansing 
and effective than a gallon used with any other 
syringe, and that, further, it causes no shock to  
the system. 

A descriptive booldet will be sent on application 
to  the Marvel Co.. 11, Queen Victoria Street, 

I . -  
London, E.C. 
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